CCS - 65
COIN COUNTER - SORTER

CCS- 65

Sorts and Counts each Denomination of
Mixed Coins with Simple Operation.

EVOLUTION of CONVENIENCE

EVOLUTION of CONVENIENCE

Automatically sorts and counts six denominations of coins,
and displays the number and total value of each denomination.
The CCS-65 has a simple construction and is easy to operate and maintain. The operator can sort
and count 450 mixed coins per minute just by pushing the start button. The machine will display not
only the total value and number with a one-touch display switch, but even the total value and number
of each denomination. A communication interface is standard equipment, so it can be connected to
a personal computer to manage the data. It can also be connected directly to a journal printer to print
the counting results (Some printers are incompatible with the CCS-65.)
● Easy for anyone to operate, thanks to convenient

buttons and simple operation.
● Lightweight and portable.
● Easy maintenance and cleaning.
● Memory keeps track of subtotals and grand totals
of each transaction.
● Easy to obtain total of each denomination by
selection switches.
● Photo sensor ensures highly accurate,
rapid counting.
● Jam sensor prevents operating problems.
● Extremely safe to operate.
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Model CCS-65 Features
■ Battery powered backup memory protects against momentary power loss or decrease in voltage.
■ Equipped with a bag stop function, it will deposit a predetermined proximate number

of coins into coin boxes or bags.
■ Exact batch is available (one-denomination operation only).
■ Interface is standard equipment, allowing communication with external equipment and expandability.
■ Extremely safe to use. When the cover of the hopper is open, it will not start
even if the operator pushes the start button.
Specifications

CCS-65
Sortable/Countable Coins

6 denomination

Sorting/Counting Speed

Approx. 450 coins per minute (Dime)

LED Display

7 digits

Hopper Capacity

Approx. 1,000 coins (Dime)

Dimension

W615XD267XH392mm (W24.2XD10.5XH15.4 in.)

Weight

18kg (39.6 lbs.)

Power Consumption

40W
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